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JustfitPro+JustfitPro+
More comfort. More freedom. More innovation.



JustfitPro+ 
innovations 

Justfit was the first company to introduce 
wireless EMS technology to the world. The 
constant implementation of newest 
technologies guarantees that we have the 
most innovative products of the EMS 
business. 

Enjoy even more comfort and freedom with 
the new Justfit Click-on technology with 
unique magnetic studs, 11 stimulation 
channels and ultralight control unit.  



Content of the 
JustfitPro+ starter kit 

JustfitPro control unit 2 pcs 

Justfit Aura CRM system 

Justfit Aura Pro (Android/iOS) 

Stand wifi spot 

JustfitPro technology OR hybrid suit (6 pcs)  

Underdress (24 pcs)



JustftPro+ 
technology suit.  

In every moment of the design procedure 
our priority was to make the suit a perfect 
wear.  

While choosing our raw materials and 
creating the system, durability has been 
the most important feature, even with 
maximum usage time. 

Style only for me. Futuristic.
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The hybrid suit - 
choose your own 
style! 

JustfitPro+ is compatible with new new 
generation of Justfit Hybrid suits as well. 

Inspired by the future 

No more limits 

Can be watered from the outside 

Flexible and slim-fit 

In perfect harmony with your body. 
Choose your own style!



Customer 
management 
system for smooth 
business operation 

A system that surrounds everything. Justfit 
Aura is a uniquely developed online cloud-
based operating system. 

User-friendly, optimized to the everyday 
tasks of the trainers, unlimited extension 
possibilities. Manages 1-30-person group 
sessions. 

The system provides user access on 
different levels: distributor, studio network 
owner, studio owner, trainer. 

Access all the information of your Justfit 
systems with only one click.



Think big! 

JustfitPro+ comes with customized product 
configuration according to your business 
needs. It’s an open system prepared to 
multiuser option, therefore it’s suitable for 
group trainings as well. 

Think big!



Justfit evolution: 
grow big with us! 

Hundreds of studios worldwide prove that 
Justfit EMS is a good, quick-win investment. 
Justfit offers a uniquely developed, reliable 
and attractive business model for personal 
trainers and fitness & wellness studios. Start 
with a low investment and grow big with us!

Mentorship program 
Your success is our success! With JustfitPro+ 
you not only get a product, but also become 
member of the Justfit Mentorship Program, 
enabling you to enjoy our business and 
technological support.



How will you benefit from JustfitPro+?

PERSONAL TRAINERS
CLASSICAL EMS SPOTS 

FOR BODYSHAPING 
AND WELLNESS

BOUTIQUE FITNESS 
GYMS

FITNESS GYMS

With only a small 
investment you can be 

the most innovative 
trainer in town.

With a two-player EMS 
Training zone you can 
level up your facility's 

profile and have a great 
influx of clientele to your 

EMS sessions.

In a boutique gym you 
already have a number of 
80-100 memberships. In 

a three-player EMS 
Training zone you can 

have customised training 
sessions for each of your 

clients.

As you already have 
members in your gym 

200+ EMS Training is the 
perfect add-on to your up 

to date services.

Either you do training at 
home for your clients or 

rent a studio, your 
business will grow with 

the help of EMS training.

Your turnover will double 
in a short time as your 

clients will get a full 
service in their training 

plan.

Easy to handle, and in a 
net 25-25-minute session 
your clients will enjoy the 
varieties of their training 

at a very good price. 

Your gym trainers can put 
together training plans 
for your clients that will 
serve them to achieve 

their goals more 
efficiently.



Let’s take a look at the most important 
business data* of a fitness studio: 

Average cost of a 20-30 minute EMS 
training: 20-40 Eur 

Average number of trainings performed 
per month: 450 

This means that within a 3 month period the 
initial investment returns. After 3 months your 
business will produce profit.

Return on investment

*Based on Justfit survey 2019 Q3 with participation 

of 220 fitness studios from 18 countries.



Think of 

tomorrow.

Gain extra revenue!  
Become a point of sales 

Your clients will just love the slim-fit, trendy 
design of the hybrid suit and enjoy 
wearing the comfortable yet durable 
fabric. 

Possessing the suit of their own makes the 
training personal and ultra hygienic. And 
last but not least, becoming a Justfit point 
of sales means extra revenue for your 
studio.



Grow your clientele with JustfitPro+
Justfit EMS technology enables you to reach a wider spectrum of clients of different goals.

Body contouring 
procedures 

Cellulite treatment 

Cosmetic surgery

Motivated to keep fit 

Looking for new trends 

Open to new concepts

Post-surgical 
rehabilitation 

Sport performance 
enhancement 

Sport-specific 
improvements

Sedentary lifestyle 

Prevention of detrimental 
muscle changes 

Joint problems 

Back pain management 

Post-baby mothers 
regaining their shape

Medical 
Aesthetics

Active 
gymgoers

Sport 
athletes

Special condition/
leisure



People talking about their Justfit careers worldwide

 “Justfit EMS training has helped 
me optimize my work time, 
maximize the income of my 
company and develop my 

business.” 

Magda Foeller, studio owner - 
Poland

“Our business is constantly 
growing with Justfit. We already 

have more than 28 studios in 
Chile.” 

Jimmy Eduard Gonzales Reyes, 
studio owner - Chile

“Our customers who started 
with Justfit are very 

enthusiastic. Athletes who 
complete the Justfit EMS 

training achieve the desired 
results faster and have a lot of 

fun during training.” 

Robin Jansen, online marketing 
manager - Netherlands



Take the first step!

Please feel free to to book an online Skype 
appointment with us. We create personalized 
offers based on your special demands. Get 
ready for a new beginning!

Justfit Technology LLC. 

Tel.: +36-70-666-9988 

info@justfitart.com

Think of 

tomorrow.


